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Stochastic integrals are constructed with values in a compact Riemann 
manifold from a continuous martingale integrator that is given in the tangent 
space of the initial point of the stochastic integral and from a stochastic tensor 
field of linear endomorphiams of the tangent bundle. The integrals that are 
formed are continuous processes that suitably preserve the martingale property. 
These stochastic integrals should be useful for the applications of a stochastic 
calculus in Riemann manifolds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some stochastic integrals that are continuous martingales are constructed 
with values in a compact Riemann manifold using a given continuous martingale 
in the tangent space of the initial point as integrator and a field of stochastic 
transformations in a suitable bundle over the manifold from which the integrand 
of the stochastic integral is obtained. Since in general the tangent bundle is 
not globally trivializable, the martingale integrator cannot be invariantly defined 
in all the tangent spaces of the tangent bundle simultaneously. It is necessary 
to transport the martingale integrator by parallelism along the manifold-valued 
process that is the stochastic integral and this is most geometrically accom- 
plished by forming the (horizontal) lift of the manifold-valued stochastic 
integral to the bundle of orthonormal frames. 
This same construction of an integral would be necessary even if the integrator 
were a smooth process because again the lack of trivializability of the tangent 
bundle would prevent the desired vector fields to be defined globally in the 
tangent bundle. Therefore it is necessary for an invariant description to use 
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parallelism along the curves. Geometrically, parallelism is most easily seen by 
forming the horizontal lift of the smooth curves to the frame bundle which 
can be chosen to be the bundle of orthonormal frames because the manifold 
is Riemannian. 
The construction of stochastic integrals is restricted to integrators that are 
continuous martingales because these martingales use the differential structure 
in an essential way whereas the discontinuous martingales do not and often 
can be defined for a state space with only some minimal topological properties. 
The manifolds are assumed to be Riemannian because the inner products 
are preserved by parallelism, more geometrically the metric is parallel. This 
preservation of inner products is useful for the verification of the martingale 
property for the stochastic integrals in the manifold. The compactness assump- 
tion obviates the necessity of a killing time for the stochastic integral or some 
additional restrictions on the manifold and the processes that are used to 
construct the stochastic integrals. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (In, 9, P) be a complete probability space and let (9JtE[,,r] be an 
increasing family of sub-o-algebras of 9 such that 9s contains all the P-null 
sets. Let M be a smooth, connected, n-dimensional, compact Riemann manifold. 
These objects will be fixed throughout the paper. TM will denote the tangent 
bundle of M, T&l will denote the tangent space at x E M and O(M) will denote 
the bundle of orthonormal frames over M. The Lie group of all n x n orthogonal 
matrices will be denoted O(n). 
The following definitions will be used in the construction of the stochastic 
integrals. 
DEFINITION 1. Let (Xt)tEIO,ll be a continuous M-valued stochastic process 
such that X0 = a and let the parallelism along (Xt)to[o,ll be defined almost 
surely. If for each bounded, smooth vector field, Z, the process (si (I, dX), 9JtE[a,i~ 
is defined and is a square integrable continuous martingale and the integral 
is consistent with the construction of a stochastic integral that is obtained from 
the parallel transport of I and (dX) along X to T,M, then (X, , S&e[o,1l is said 
to be a square integrable, (M-valued) continuous martingale. 
DEFINITION 2. A stochastic process (H&,[,,,J is said to be a smooth 
(S”,)-predictable Hom(TM, TM)-valued process if (i) H: [0, I] x M x Q --+ 
Hom(TM, TM) is measurable on the u-algebra a([O, 11) @ B(M) @ 9 
where 9? denotes the Bore1 u-algebra, (ii) for almost all w E Q, H(., a, w): 
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[0, l] x M --+ Hom(TM, TM) is continuous on [0, l] x M and is differentiable 
on M and (iii) for each x EM, H(., x, *): [0, l] x s2 --f Hom( T,M, T.&?) is 
an (St)-predictable process. 
DEFINITION 3. Let (H&,r] be a smooth (St)-predictable Hom( TM, TM)- 
valued process. The process (H,),,[O,ll is said to be in class L if 
sup [tr Ht*H, + tr Hi*Ht’] < a~ 
lo*llxA4xa 
where tr is the trace, the superscript * denotes the transpose and H’ is the 
derivative of H in the second variable. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The following theorem gives a family of M-valued stochastic integrals 
that are obtained from a Brownian motion integrator. 
THEOREM 1. Let (B, , .s&)~~[~,~I be a standard n-dimensional Brownian motion 
in the tangent space at a EM. Let (H&,[,,,I be a smooth (&)-predictable 
Hom(TM, TM)-valued process in class L. Then there is a continuous M-valued 
process, (C&,I~.~I , which is called the stochastic integral of (HJ with respect 
to (II,) and is formally denoted 
C, = 1’ H,r, dB, (1) 
0 
where r8 is the parallelism along C, 0 < u < s that identifies vectors in the tangent 
space at a E M with vectors in the tangent space at C, . 
Furthermore, given u E O(M) such that n(u) = a where P: O(M) -+ M is 
the projection, there is a horizontal O(M)-valued process (Lt)tElo,l~ such that 
rr(L,) = C, for all t E [0, 11 a.s. and Lo = u. 
Proof. Since for almost all w E .Q, (H,(W)) is a continuous function on 
[0, I] x M, the stochastic integral will be defined as a natural generalization 
of the Riemann integration of a continuous function with respect to a smooth 
integrator. If there is a continuous piecewise smooth curve in T,M and a con- 
tinuous field of integrands in Hom(TM, TM), then the Riemann integral 
with values in M can be defined as the uniform limit of a sequence of M-valued 
curves that are obtained as follows: 
(i) form a sequence of piecewise smooth curves in T,M by defining 
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a curve for each n E N as the linear interpolation of the dyadic values, (m/2”), 
of the given T,M-valued piecewise smooth curve; 
(ii) choose a convex neighborhood, U, about a EM and parallel transport 
the value of the integrand in Hom(T,M, T,M) along the unique geodesic 
in U from a to each point in U, 
(iii) for each n E N apply the exponential map at u E M to the value 
of the integrand in Hom(T,M, TJ4) applied to the parametrized vector that 
corresponds to the initial straight line of the nth curve in the sequence of the 
T,M-valued curves and if any of these M-valued curves leaves U then stop 
it at the boundary of U, 
(iv) otherwise for each n E N parallel transport the vectors corresponding 
to the remaining straight line portions of the nth T,M-valued curve along the 
nth M-valued piecewise geodesic curve and repeat (ii) and (iii) replacing a 
by C’;? ; (v) repeat (iv) by induction. It is elementary to verify that the above 
construction gives the desired Riemann integral. 
For each n E N let (B~‘),,[,,,l be the process in T,M obtained by the linear 
interpolation of the values (Bmlz&4 1 , ,....2” 9 where (Bt)ts[o,l~ is the standard 
n-dimensional Brownian motion in T,M. Since the family of processes, 
(Bt”‘)tE~o,I~ , are continuous and piecewise smooth, a family of M-valued 
processes (Cy’)tP[o,I~ are formed by ordinary Riemann integration. This con- 
struction is accomplished in the following way which is a more explicit descrip- 
tion of the procedure that is described above. Let U be a convex neighborhood 
of a E M, that is, a neighborhood where the exponential map is a diffeomorphism 
and any two points in U can be joined by a unique minimizing geodesic which 
is in U. For each w E Q parallel transport H(0, a, W) in the bundle Hom(TU, TU) 
along the unique geodesic in U from a to each point in U. By abuse of notation 
the dependence of H on w is sometimes suppressed and the same symbol H 
is used. Apply H(0, a) to the parametrized vector determined by the straight 
line (I$%‘) for 0 < t < l/2” and apply the exponential map to the result, 
that is, define CT’ for t E [0, l/2%] as 
c? = exp,[tH(O, a)((Bl,2s - &)/1/2”)] 
where exp, is the exponential map at a. If this process leaves U then stop it 
at the boundary of U, otherwise choose a convex neighborhood, V, about 
C$, and parallel transport H( l/2”, C$) to Hom( T&f, T&f) for x E V along 
the unique geodesic in V from C$, to x. For 1/2n < t < 212” define 
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where $,, is the parallelism from T,M to T+&M along P). Continue thii 
procedure by induction. Since the manifold is complete (in fact compact), 
this construction is well defined for t E [O, 11. Therefore there is a sequence 
of M-valued piecewise geodesic processes (Cy’)tp[o,ll . If thii sequence can 
be shown to converge uniformly almost surely, then the stochastic integral 
will be defined as this limit. 
Let w be the (Riemannian) connection form in the principal bundle O(M). 
It is an O(n)-valued one form in the tangent bundle of O(M) where O(n) 
is the Lie algebra for the Lie group O(n). Let U be the convex neighborhood 
of a EM described above. A local trivialization of O(M) is formed by the 
parallel displacement of a fixed orthonormal frame at a E M along the unique 
geodesic in U from Q to each point in U. This parallelism is the same one 
that was used to construct the approximation to the integrand. 
Since it will be more convenient to compute in a subset of ilP it is useful 
to describe the above trivialization of O(M) in terms of local coordinates thereby 
obtaining frames in L(M), the bundle of linear frames. For x E U, let h(x) E 
GL(n), the group of 71 x 7t nonsingular matrices, denote the coordinate trans- 
formation from the geodesic frames used in the above trivialization of O(M) 
to the frames in L(M) given by the geodesic local coordinate system. Recall 
that the geodesic local coordinate system is formed from the local diffeomorphism 
property of the exponential map. For each x E U define h(y) = L(X) where 
x = exPa(d 
To localize the investigation of the uniform convergence of the sequence 
of processes (Ci”‘), these processes will be stopped at the boundary of U by 
defining a suitable sequence of stopping times. For notational simplicity the 
dependence of the sequence of the processes on the stopping times will be 
suppressed. 
The stopped sequence of processes will be expressed in the geodesic local 
coordinates in T,M as 
Xt(ll) = exp;l(Cp)). 
Since exp, is a diffeomorphism in U, the sequence of processes (Xl”)) are 
well defined. 
Recall that the differential equation description of a geodesic in local coor- 
dinates [l, p. 1461 is 
i = I,..., n (2) 
where (I$) are the connection coefficients. 
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For t E [t:“‘, t$] where tj”’ = i/2” an application of Taylor’s formuIa 
using the differential equation for a geodesic gives 
xl”’ = X7”’ + t - ti 
1 
&+1 - ti 
h(X$‘) R(t X?)) &)(B,. 2' E a+1 - Bti) 
-gyxy> [h(xp) A(t, , Xl:') t t --"', gl;)(Bti+l - Bfif2) 
i+1 z 
x [ h(X$ A@, , xl:‘> t ,” -yiti gjn)(&i+l - B,J] (s) 2+1 (3) 
where 0 < 0 < 1, ff(t, , Xi:)) = H(t, , Cam’), P(X~~‘) = ~(C~~‘), I’ is the 
E&valued bilinear form induced from (Q as it appears in the geodesic 
differential equation (2), the dependence of the partition points (tjn)) on n 
has been suppressed and the third term on the right is obtained from the dif- 
ferential equation for a geodesic in local coordinates. It will only be necessary 
to know that the terms (fi) satisfy some boundedness and continuity properties 
which follow immediately from the geodesic differential equation. 
It is also necessary to obtain an explicit equation for the group action that 
is obtained from the parallelism along the sequence of processes (Ci”). Recall 
that if (uJ is an arbitrary lift of an M-valued piecewise smooth curve starting 
at a E A4 into the principal bundle of orthonormal frames, O(M), with u,, 
fixed and n(u,,) = a where V: O(M) -+ M is the projection, then the horizontal 
lift is obtained by solving the equation 
g;‘gt = -w(&) (4) 
where it is assumed that the group acts on the left of the frames in the fibres 
[I, p. 691. The Eq. (4) is merely the requirement that the curve be horizontal. 
In the geodesic local coordinate system the connection form for the geodesic 
frames evaluated for the process (Gin’) is 
= c &(Xj:‘)[VI:‘) Q(t, P xl:‘> d:)((&s+l - 4 )&,+1 - w J-v (5) 
where for x E U, &Jr) = &i,(x) an x = exp,y and (a:,) are the coefficients d 
for the local description of the connection form and s = 0, l,..., 2”-l where 
the equation is stopped according to the stopping time for (Cl”‘). 
Representing the groups O(n) and GL(n) as 71 x n matrices, these groups 
can be considered as submanifolds of UP’. In particular GL(n) is an open sub- 
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manifold of iI@. With these group representations, Taylor’s formula will be 
applied to the sequence (glfi’). 
Let t E (t, , t,,,). From Taylor’s formula the following equation is satisfied. 
gp = &’ + &‘(t - tJ + #(t - tJZ 
+ &+B(t-t,)(t - w 
where 0 < /3 < 1. 
Using Eq. (5) we obtain 
gt (4 = g;’ _ gt”’ * 
x 1 (a,‘(Xt(:‘), W$‘) &t, , X!F’> A,“’ t t -4; 
.9+1 s 
(&s+l - B,)) 
x E$’ 1 t t “St s+1 s 
(hII+, - &J) Eik 
+ i c wx%t-t,~ ’ ‘&e(t-td) ( t t --““, wt.+, - ~t3)(3) F,i (6) xi-1 9 
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where (h$), f 1 , - ,....n are a family of trihnear continuous functions, 0 < 6 ,( 1, 
(J-5%.i=l,...,9& are a basis for gl(n). For the process (Xi’“‘) the endomorphism 
A(tjn)) for t E [tj”‘, t,!.$) was parallel transported along the minimal geodesics 
in a convex neighborhood of C’jST’ and since (Xjcn)) is a piecewise geodesic 
process there are no terms in the Taylor’s formula that contain the derivative 
of A. 
Formally passing to the limit in the Eqs. (3) and (6) for the sequence of 
processes (Xjn),gj*)), the following stochastic differential equations are obtained. 
d-G = h(A) qt, Xt) gt d& 
- Q tr(hT(&) gT(t, &) %Q fi(t, &) WG)) dt (7) 
dgt = -gt 2 hi(&), Wt) &> Xt) gt d&j Eik 
+ igt c (ifT(t, Xt) h=(Xt) ~ei(Xt), @k Xt) hT(Xt) ~~E(&N EzPEik dt 
- ! tg t  c tr(AT(t, &) hT(&)(Daki(Xt)) h(Xt) &t, -&)I 4” dt (f-9 
- igt C (sky&), tr(fi(t, &)(WXt)) 4%) ir(t, -5))) 4” dt 
+ hgt 2 (~:(Xt>, h(Xt) @t, Xt) gtWgtTHT(t, Xt) hTWt) sz(Xt))Eikdt 
where t E [0, 11, X0 s 0, g,, z I, tr(hrHTrHh) is the vector of the traces of 
the matrices where p is considered as a matrix in the two lower indices of 
Flk ) cykf is the vector formed by suppressing the third index in & and 
tr(A(Dh) I&) (resp. tr((D@ M?)) is th e vector of the traces of the matrices 
formed by considering the derivative of h as a vector of matrices of the derivative 
of the rows of h. For notational convenience define 
d(t, X,) = - + tr hT(Xt) IP(t, Xt) f(Xt) &t, Xt) h(Z), 
@t, Xt , gt) = 4-Q fi(t, Xt) gt 7 
Eki(4 Xt , gt) = - 4 c tr(fidt, Xt> h&&)(~%i(&)) Wt) fi(t, xt)) 
- a c (aki(&), tr(~(t, Xt@WXtN W4 &t, -&)>) 
+ : C (akVt), h(Xt) &t> Xt) stEzpgtT@, Xt) 
x h’(Xt) ~,“(Xt)i, 
$a%6 Xt) = 4 c (aT(t> Xt) h(-JG) +&G), B=lt, Xt) W-G) ~pz(-W, 
~%t, Xt > gt) = -gtrWG) pT(t, Xt) ~kVt>. 
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Thus the stochastic differential equations for (X, , gt) can be written as 
&t = gt c c”k”(t, Xt , gt) Et” dt 
+ gt c $fk(t, X,) EI*Eik dt 
+ gt c (j-S> Xt , gth W 4”. 
To prove that these stochastic differential equations have continuous non- 
anticipative solutions that exist and are unique it suffices to use the Picard 
iteration technique noting that in the patch U the stochastic process (I&) is 
uniformly bounded, that it is smooth as a function of W, continuous as a 
function of time and in class L and that the other functions which determine 
the coefficients of the equations are smooth and so the coefficients satisfy a 
local Lipschitz condition. 
It is convenient to introduce two sequences of processes that are obtained 
from the sequence (Xi”),gin)) by some modifications of the Eqs. (3) and (6). 
Specifically define (al”‘, ii”)) as 
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A sequence of processes (Xjn),&n)) are defined by replacing the increments 
obtained from the linearly interpolated Brownian motion by the increments 
of the Brownian motion as was done above for (Xl”),g”in)) but the remainder 
terms from Taylor’s formula are included. For example, 
where t E [ti , ti+r). 
Note that the sequence (Xj”‘,g~n)) has the property that 
q!) = x$3 , g’l”‘, = g(y), tin t” i = 0, l,..., 2”. (loa) I 
To show that the sequence (Xi”’ - Xjn), gy’ - &“)) converges uniformly 
almost surely to zero it suffices to use the modulus of continuity for Brownian 
motion [2, p. 141. To show that the sequence (2’1”’ - xp), $’ - gl”)) con- 
verges uniformly almost surely to zero it is necessary to make some estimates. 
The same type of estimates are used for (2:“’ - Xjn)) and for ( jin) - j$“‘) 
so that only the estimates for (Xt W) - Xl”‘) will be described explicitly: 
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x I&:‘) jl;‘)(ti+l A t - tJ 
+ Q c fi(XI~ecti+,-t,,)[h(XI:‘) qti , xl:‘, gl:)(Bti+l*t - &,)1’3). 
The first term on the right and the sum of the second, the third, and the 
fourth terms are martingales and they are estimated by Doob’s inequality 
for a square integrable martingale. The fifth and the sixth terms are estimated 
by Chebyshev’s inequality and the final term is estimated using the modulus 
of continuity for Brownian motion and the quadratic oscillation of Brownian 
motion. 
Let E, = [K42-“)]1~4 h w ere E > 0 is fixed and is sufficiently small and y 
is the modulus of continuity for Brownian motion. Applying the estimates 
that were described above it follows that 
where the local Lipschitz property and the local boundedness of the coefficients 
in the equations for Xtn) - Xtn) and g -W - g”cn) have been used and K is a 
generic constant. 
Using the equation for X -cn) - %) it follows by iteration that 
E 1 x,c:’ - ii?:’ I2 < (KAt)” + ..+ + KAt 
< KAt/(l - KAt) 
where At = 2-“, it is sufficiently large so that KAt < 1 and K is determined 
from the bounds for the coefficients of the equations for Xtn) - x(n) and 
gtm) - j(rs). A similar result holds for E j g,‘,’ - jjy) j2. 
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Thus 
< K[2-“12 + 2-y (lob) 
The Borel-Cantelli lemma implies the desired uniform convergence almost 
surely to zero. 
Thus it suffices to show that the sequence (x’“),g(“)) converges uniformly 
almost surely to (X, g). Some additional terms will be added and subtracted 
to the differences a@) - X and g’rn) - g. Only the expression for Xfn) - X 
will be described explicitly with the additional terms because analogous terms 
are added and subtracted in the difference g”(la) - g. 
- 
I 
t h(XJ”‘) qs, xp> if’ dB, 
0 
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+ 4 lot tr(Ar(s, Xt’) hr(8:‘) is@?‘) h(X$‘) A(s, Xp’)) ds 
+ $ IO* tr@‘(s, X,) hr(X,> f&J h(X,) fits, X,)) ds (11) 
The estimates that are used for the Eq. (11) for the difference XcnJ - X 
will be described. Similar techniques give the appropriate estimates for the 
difference, g”cn) - g. It can be assumed that Eq. (11) defines processes for 
t E [0, 11. Basically, Doob’s inequality and Chebyshev’s inequality along with 
the smoothness of the coefficients and some martingale properties of Brownian 
motion are used to obtain the estimates. Some of these estimates will be described 
explicitly. Using Doob’s inequality the following inequalities are satisfied: 
p sup 
I I 
1 h(XI:‘) m , XI;) gj:)(Btjjl”t - &,) 
t 
t,:t 
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Using Eqs. (lOa) and (lob) it follows that 
Using Chebyshev’s inequality and the smoothness of the coefficients of 
the equations, the following inequalities are satisfied. 
P 1s;~ / 1” tr(ar(s, Xp)) hr(xp’) &?p’) I&!?~‘) a(.~, $p’)) ds 
0 
- Jot tr(B%, x,1 hT(xs) f’(xJ NXJ fits, x3)> ds 1 > ~1 
< ( l/en21 KE lo1 1 X2) - X,y I2 ds. 
From the equation for (afn), $(n)) it follows that for t E [ti , ti+J 
E 1 xi,“’ - Ti+F’ 1 < K(t - ti) + O(t - t;), (12) 
E I at’,“’ - at’“’ 1 < K(t - ti) + O(t - ti). (13) 
An inequality for the second moment E j xin) - Xt I2 is given below. Similar 
techniques give an inequality for E Igt”’ - g, 12. 
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- 4 
s 
t tr(A’(s, x,) hT(X,) p(X,) h(X,) I?+, X,) ds 2 
0 
< K c E J-tli+’ 
t1 




’ (I XI” - x, 1’ + I 2:’ - g, 1’) ds + (K/2”/*). (14) 
0 
The last inequality is obtained from the inequalities in (12) and (13). 
Applying Gronwall’s lemma to the inequality (14) and the similar inequality 
for E / .cp) - g, I2 it follows that 
E( 1 kl”’ - xt I2 + I 2P’ - g, I”) < K[2-“/7 etK. 
By suitably choosing a sequence (en) that decreases to zero in the proba- 
bilities given above it follows by the convergent part of the Borel-Cantelli 
lemma that the sequence (Xi”‘, ,#~))tE[o,lj converges uniformly almost surely 
to (X, , g,),,[,,,j in the local trivialization of the bundle of orthonormal frames. 
The process (gt)tEIO,Ij is O(n)-valued because O(n) is closed in GL(n) and 
the sequence (gi”)) converges uniformly almost surely to (g,). 
The construction described above is continued by induction by covering 
the boundary of U with a finite number of convex neighborhoods and applying 
the previous construction to each of these convex neighborhoods. Since the 
manifold is compact, this induction is well defined for t E [0, 11. 1 
The justification for calling the process (Ct)tEIO,lj in Theorem 1 a stochastic 
integral is that it is an M-valued martingale. This fact is contained in the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. The M-valued process (Ct)tEIO,l~ described in Theorem I is a 
square integrable continuous martingale. 
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Proof. Recalling the definition of an M-valued continuous martingale it 
suffices to show that for each smooth vector field in TM that a real-valued 
process can be formed from the integral of the inner products of the vector 
field and the M-valued process and that this real-valued process is a continuous 
martingale and is consistent with computations of stochastic integrals in T,M. 
Let 1 be a smooth vector field in the tangent bundle of M, TM. A sequence 
of real-valued processes are defined in analogy with the sequence of processes 
used to define the M-valued stochastic integral. For each 71 E N let (ti”‘) be 
the nth dyadic partition of [0, 11. Let I,, be the vector field formed along (Ci@) 
by letting In(t) be the parallel transport of Z(Cjb:) along the curve (Cr’) where 
I 
t!n) < s < t < t!“) 2 --. 1 z+1 * 
Using the compactness of the manifold choose 71 sufficiently large so that 
each geodesic that is formed from the linearly interpolated Brownian motion 
stays within a convex neighborhood of the initial point of the geodesic. More 
generally one could define a suitable family of stopping times. Thus for rz 
sufficiently large let H,(t) be the parallel transport of H(tan), C$:) along the 
geodesics in the convex neighborhood about Cl!; . 
1 
I 
Then J (1, , H, dO*)) is easily computed using the tangent spaces 
(Tc~~~,M)i=,,,,....~~-l 2 because geodesics are developed on tangent spaces as 
straight lines [I, p. 1321. Parallel transporting these computations to T,M a 
sequence of processes (X,) are obtained that are given by 
where t E [tic , t,+l], and rt, (‘)-l is the parallelism along C(*) from T,+M to T,M. 
tj 
Using the modulus of continuity for Brownian motion (or more generally 
the uniform continuity) it is easy to show as was done in the proof of Theorem 1 
that (-G(t) - Y&))t~ro,ll , converges to zero almost surely where 
Y,(t) = C (+‘-‘H’c& , Cl;‘) I($‘), &At - Btj). 
t:<t 
The sequence (Y,) is a sequence of square integrable martingales. By the 
(local) uniform convergence almost surely of (g(n), C(n)) as given in the proof 
of Theorem 1 and the smoothness of H and I, it follows that (Y,) is Cauchy 
in G(P) and by Doob’s inequality the sequence converges uniformly to a 
continuous martingale. 
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It is elementary to verify that the real-valued martingale formed above is 
consistent with the computation of stochastic integrals in T,M. 1 
Suitably interpreted there is an increasing process associated with the M- 
valued continuous martingale (Ct)tE1,,l~ as is described in the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (C, , 9&e[o,Il be the M-waked continuous martingale 
described in Theorem 1, and let 1 be a smooth vector field in TM. The real-valued 
process 
is a continuous martingale. 
Proof. Form the vector fields (In) and the stochastic integrands (H,) as 
in the proof of Proposition 1. Using parallelism to change the computations 
to T,M the desired result follows directly by computing the increasing processes 
associated with the sequence of martingales (Y,(t)) that were defined in the 
proof of Proposition 1. # 
While M-valued continuous martingale stochastic integrals were only con- 
structed using Brownian motion as the integrator, it is not difficult to modify 
the proofs so that any square integrable continuous martingale can be used 
as an integrator for the stochastic integral. 
The construction of a stochastic integral can be used to solve stochastic 
differential equations in the tangent bundle. Formally a stochastic differential 
equation in TM is a family of stochastic differential equations in the fibres 
of the tangent bundle whose coefficients vary smoothly. Because of the lack of 
parallelizability of the tangent bundle it may not be possible to construct 
arbitrarily a family of stochastic differential equations in all the fibres of the 
tangent bundle simultaneously though a solution can still be obtained by the 
parallelism techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1. If the diffusion coefficient 
of the increments of Brownian motion is not sufficiently smooth to subsume 
it in the Riemann metric or if this coefficient is a functional of the past Brownian 
motion then it seems to be necessary to construct the stochastic integral using 
Theorem 1. 
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